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Senate Plans Penny Dance
Saturday, March lsV
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Fortnightly Opens Operetta
JTo Student Body
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Drysdale, who will replace Bill
'39, will sail in June for India
his various duties as instrucassume
to
English
in
and religion, and as
tor
warden in Princeton, the menV dormitory. One of the many things required
of him will be the preaching of a
sermon sometime during his stay at
Ewing. Former Wooster representatives have also been called upon to
give radio' talks on current political
and international topics.
h,

eilleutoredjnJ-IindustanLflt

--

the usual early hour of 6 a.iq.; classes
beginning early to avoid the mid-daT.
heat.- "- """""
y

--

Other activities will include participation in the annual baseball game

,

played by all American students and
missionaries for old times sake; acting
as swimming instructor for classes to
be held in the Jumna river, and assisting in the settlement of various
domestic problems arising out of the
inevitable conflict found between the
ways of the Hindu and Mohammed,
and that of the Christian.

Men WiU Present

Concerts Sunday
Sunday, Mar. 2,

going to be an

is

important day for the Men's Glee
club of the College of Wooster. For
not only will it be the day of the
first concert of the year, but it will
be the day of the first three concerts
of the year.
"At 1:15 p.m. the group will leave
the campus, heading for the town of
Dalton. In the United Presbyterian
church of Dalton the first concert will
--

begint'd QjnJWeill

much of a breathing space between
concerts, as the , second is scheduled
for 4:30, the same afternoon, in the
First Presbyterian church of Orrville.
And at 8 o'clock that evening, the
big day comes to a close with a third
concert, in the United Church in
Smithville.

"The club will
a light
luncheon in the Smithville church, be
fore the evening concert. By 9:30 p.m.,
the groupexpects to be back on the
campus.
be-ser-

ved

The following Sunday, Mar. 9, is
unusually- - important one, as the
concert is to be given at 4:30 p.m.,
in the First Presbyterian church of
Wooster.

an

'41 Elects Dodds And

Allardicej Plans Prom

;
I-'-

In presenting the names Dr. Spencer characterized Phi Beta Kappa not
as a goal but as a recognition of work
well done. It is a challenge of responsibility to the promise of the

7

--

future.

;
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DR. FRANK GUY ARMITAGE

Dickens Authority

in

Speaks

Chapel

Dr. Frank Guy Armitage, famous
impersonator of the characters of
Charles Dickens, will speak here on
Tuesday, Mar. 11, at morning chapel
and again in the evening.
A distinguished scholar and philosopher, Dr. Armitage has chosen for
his impersonations the most popular
charac- of Dickens'
but
ters. Using wigs and
he will bring to life such
no make-ucharacters as Ebenezer Scrooge, Sidney Carton , and Uriah Heep. He
achieves his facial effects not through
the use of grease paint, but by the
skillful manipulation of the facial
muscles.
Born in, Yorkshire, England, and
educafetr I n America a t Harvard,
Clark, and Yale, Dr. Armitage served
with the Canadian forces throughout
the World War and received the military Cross from King George V.
Extensive research has made Dr.
Armitage an authority on Dickens, his
intimates and his century. He spent
a number of years in the surroundings
made famous by Dickens, and is the
owner of one of the world's finest li
braries of Dickensia. By combining im
personations and lectures, he forever
separates himself from the vast army
of speakers who eternally tour the
country, and whose pet lecture seems
to be "Charles Dickens the Man and
the Writer".
two-thousand-o-

;

--

.
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Betty and James as alumni secre
taries will be in charge of news of
the class of '41 to be sent to the
alumni office monthly for the Woos
ter Alumni Bulletin which is published
through that office.

Dan Jennings heads the prom com
mittee as manager of the senior prom
Chris Bryson is in charge of the
decorations; Robert Jaffray, of - fi
nance; and Bruce Powers, of general
promotion.
'BT;!-!tllM-

chairman of the band

S

committee. This committee will con;
sider recommendations and will place
L.LI
-- I
several selections L.f
oeiure me- tias oy
April 1, The class as a whole will vote
'
on the band.
At their meeting the seniors talked
over the class finances but reached no
conclusion on the subject.
I--

-.

-.:

-

.

-- Nine members were elected during
the first semester, bringing the total
to' 14 undergraduate members of Phi
Beta Kappa. Since the number of
members is limited to 10 per cent of
those students graduating with liberal arts degrees, there is a possibility
of adding one or two more members
in June.
The formal initiation will take place
within two or three weeks and will
be in the form of a tea. All members
of the Kappa chapter are eligible to
attend.
As a closing remark to those who
may have been disappointed at the
recent election, Dr. Spencer reminded
the student body that, "they also serve
who only stand and wait
:.

Musical

pro-

semi-costum-
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Ruland Addresses
S. E. F. March 2nd
t
Sunday Evening Forum will
an unusualy interesting speaker
at its meeting Sunday, Mar. 2. The
pre-sen-

D.D., Secre-tar- y
to the Presbyterian board of Foreign Missions, is coming to the campus from New York. Mr. Ruland's
work for the Board of Foreign Missions places. him in charge of mission
ary work in China; he will.speak con- cerning recent developments in China
missions, and concerning the. Chinese
situation generally. His stay here will
be of especial interest to the many
persons in the college and in the community who are closely associated with
'
missionary work.
At Sunday Evening forum on Sunday, Feb. 23, Dr. Jesse Baird, president of San Anselmo seminary, spoke
on the subject, "Is There a God?"
Dr. Baird, who graduated from
Wooster in the class of 1912, told his
audience that our age lias a mechanical view of God and religion.- He
said, that youth must lead the way out
of the present religious crisis.
He told of three ways which will
help prove the actuality of God.
Through intuition everyone must acknowledge some kind of supreme being. Dr. Baird said there is no sensible
reason that does not include God,
and that by experience He can com
into everyone's life.
Rev. Lloyd S. Ruland,

Y. W. Members Discuss

Fortnightly Gives
Operatic Comedy

n

he

.
"Amelia Goes to the Ball", an
More Articles to be Published
opera buffa in one act will, be preAnother article, dealing with the
sented Thursday, Feb. 27, at 8; p.m.
musical compositions of Prof. Merz
in the Little Theatre.
A colossal amount of work, and will be published within a short time.
energy, has gone into the preparation These compositions are collected in
of this modern opera. The cast is three bound volumes, one of which is
well chosen and does a remarkable the property of the College of Woospiece of work with the difficult music. ter. They include pieces for piano,
It is one of the most, courageous ef- choral numbers, solo vocal numbers,
forts ever attempted by the .Fortnight- three operettas, selections for violin
ly club. The cooperation of the music and 'cello.
Charles - Merz, - the - editor - of - the
department has made the .production
possible. Miss Eve Roine Richmond New York Times, is the grandson of
should be mentioned here because of Prof. Merz. Two, years ago Mr. Merz
the care and effort which she has so visited Wooster at commencement
time, and through contacts made at
given to the leading characters.
Because of the limited seating ca- that v. time, Prof. Schreiber became in- pacity of the Little Theatre, admission terested in the history and biography
which resulted in this study.
is by ticket.
The characters are as follows: AmelInclude Biography of Author
ia, soprano, Elizabeth Lorson; the
It is , interesting to. note the biohusband, baritone, Howard Shaw; the graphical paragraph concerning Prof.
lover, tenor, Paul Par melee; the Schreiber which is contained in the
friertd, contralto, Martha Milburn; American-Germa- n
Review:
chief of police,' basso, James Baird;
"Mr. Schreiber was born inBpnn,
two maids, mezzo soprano, Barbara Germany, in 1906 and came to this
Hogg ariduneWhftmeTriolicern anyfeouw try in 1923; He is an American-James Baird; chorus; pianist, Doris citizen. In 1933 he received a Ph.D.
Fetzer ) stage director, James Wise.
degree from the University of Illinois,
after having studied theology and
philosophy at the University of Dubuque and Wisconsin. His thesis for
Complete
the doctorate was The social elements
of the humanistic school dialogues of
the 15th and 16th centuries.' From
1933 to 1937 he taught" Latin and
Plans for the freshman frolic to be German
at Parsons College, Fairfield,
held in Douglass hall on Saturday,-- !
Iowa, and since that-tim- e
Mar. 1, from 8 to 11 p.m. are now
assistant professor of German at the
practically complete. 'This is to be an
College of Wooster, at Wooster, Ohio.
informal party built around dancing
He has contributed to various langbut with other forms of entertainment
uage journals and has lectured extenas well.
sively on cultural subjects in Iowa and
To See how many different'' people
Ohio."
each person can meet is the main object of the program. Definite things to
do are not planned for the whole eve- Vronsky-Rabi- n
ning and the latter part especially is to
Co-o- p
be free for each person to choose his Gives

Freshmen
Program For Mixer

he-k?be-

en

Team
Concert

entertainment.,

,

A grand march for all will begin
the party. During the evening novelty
dances and various ways of - mixing
partners will be carried out.. Each
women's residence house will
present a humorous jfunt; Hoover cottage will present two.
Ping-poncards, and other forms
of amusement will be provided for
those who do not care to dance.
The frolic fs strictly stag and many
freshmen are expected to attend The
price is 10 cents per person.
off-camp-

us

g,

Finding' Summer Positions

r,

n

representing a musical line from Han.
h
del "I know that my redeemer

--

Discussion over the survey for summer positions made by several members of the Y. W. C "A. constituted
the meeting on Feb. 26. Ruth Gens-bieleMargery Thomas, Ruth Read
er, Helen, Merry, and Margaret- - Ellis
worked on the project to aid those
interested in summer work.
No meeting has been planned for
this week, but Mary Elizabeth John
son will attend, an industrial conference at a Y. W. C.' A. camp near
Akron on Mar..l and 2.

Prof. William I. Schreiber, of the
German department, has written a
biographical article entitled, "Karl
Musician',
Merz, German-Americawhich appears in the February issue
Review, now
of the American-Germaon the magazine rack in the library.
The article deals with the life history
of Prof. Merz, who was intimately
associated with the beginnings of the
College of Wooster.
The article occupies the most prominent place in the magazine, and is
about 2,700 words in length. Four
photographs illustrate it, one being a
picture of Prof. Merz, one' being a picture of Wooster's first conservatory of
music, and two being views of the
monument which marks Prof. Merz'

liv-et-

own

A. Kaltenborn Undergoes
Successful Appendectomy
Arthur Kaltenborn, of the speech
department, suffered an acute attack
of appendicitis Thursday, Feb. 20. He
taken to the Beeson hospital,
where he underwent a successful operation on Saturday, Feb. 22.
His condition is reported as improving satisfactorily and it is to1 be
hoped that he will be back among his
students in due time.

was

Mrs. Netta Strain Scott, donor of
Scott auditorium, died in her home in
Wooster recently."" She was born in
Pennsylvania 79 years ago, and received her ' education at Columbus
Grove high school and Steubenville
academy in Ohio.
In 1883 she was married to Prof.
M. F. Scott, assistant principal of
the school in which she. had been
X
teaching. The couple moved to southern California and lived there until
some friends introduced them to the
minister of education of the Hawaiian
Islands who urged them to go to the
islands for two years as teachers.
Becomes Pioneer Educator
Professor Scott soon gave up teaching there for a business career, but
Mrs. Scott retained the position of
principal of the Holualoa schools for
21 years. As her only child had died
HARRY R. FLORY
and there was little social life on the
islands at that time, school work soon
became her chief interest. She formed
the first school library outside of Honolulu and became the pioneer of
pedagogical methods in the islands.
Her' teaching requirements were soon
adopted by the Department of Education in the islands.
Last Sunday at 4 p.m. ,t h e
league of the College of Woos
Peace
The Scotts were also active in
held
its regular weekly meeting in
ter
their influence that a chapel was Babcock basement. The 15 members
present, with Douglas Zook presiding,
erected hear the, school.
discussed various methods of raising
Moves
Back to U. S.
...
failing
In 1915,
health impelled funds. It was voted that each member
Mrs. Scott to resign her position. She would make a contribution at every
moved to Honolulu where she became meeting, the amount to be left to the
active in civic and church work. Her discretion of the individual. The club
deep interest in American history, also decidedto attend chapel en masse
and especially in the lives of our great on Monday morning. Plans for the
National leaders such as Lincoln, club were made for the migration to
brought her the position of regent Cleveland on the night of the twenty-fourtThe members are eagerly lookof the Daughters of the American
Revolution shortly before she left the ing forward to the address by George
islands to return with her husband Barrows. Plan Artistic Work
to the states. Upon her husband's
One of the primary objects of the
death, she moved from California to
Peace league is to create by manual
the East.
iMrs. Scott had always had a deep labor something that expresses beauty,
interest in and an affection for the Mary Smucker is working out a plan
College of Wooster due largely to the with Mr. Clarence M. Angel whereby
fact that her younger brother had the club will redecorate the basement
graduated from here. Her affection of one of the churches of Wooster.
Speeches on the Hoover committee
increased as she spent her declining
will
be given next week" by Beth Duf
years in Wooster. Netta Strain Scott
field,
Betty Dodds' Annarie Peters,
auditorium was only one of her many
Robert
Laubach. These talks will
benefactions.
be an appeal for America to raise her
voice in a plea to England and Germany, urging them to allow neutral
.
ships carrying pure foods to reach the
five small democracies.
Spring will mark the observance of
Draft Vvoiders Jailed
the College of Wooster's sixth
Subsequent to the business meeting,
higrrc1i66tdayT"PrgpaTartons Robert LaubachT7aclrStranK. Dousf
have already begun in the office of las Zook, and Jack Mellin enacted the
Ralph Young, director of admissions. trial of Arle Brooks, a Pennsylvania
As usual there will be - competitive minister "who-wa- s
tried Dec. 5, 1940,
scholarship examinations for all who for his failure to register in accordare interested. Mr. Young is also ance with, the recent draft law. Brooks
planning a number of campus tours. was sentenced to one year in a peniAll of the dormitories and laborator- tentiary because of his faith in passive
ies will be opened to the prospective resistance.
students, and luncheon will be served
Bett- y- Dodds read several - letters
for visitors in several of
written by Jim Alter to his brother.
' i
. Alter, Y. M. president in his senior
dining halls. '
There is usually some
year at Yale, was also accused o.
sport on this day, but as the evading the draft and suffered the
definite date has not yet been set for same sentence which Brooks was given.
high school day, the sports program
is. uncertain. A number of short dra- Head Appoint Committees
matic productions will be given in
Britain"
Scott auditorium, and a special issue On "Bundles
of the Voice with a map of the colRuth Gensbigler head of the "Bun
lege will probably be ready.
dles
For Britain" at Wooster which is
Everything possible will be done to
workingin
connection with the "Worn,
give the expected 350 visitors a clear
a'n's
thecom- Fcieraviion''ar.nouncod
and complete idea - of the- - life and
wHich will aid her in this
mittees
activities of the college. Full plans will
wbrk.. Bctte Lockvood will be in
be announced later.
Mr. Young will appreciate it if the charge of the ways and means com.
present students will give him the mittee and assisting her will be Eleanames of any high school students nor. Rogers, Margaret Stewart, Mary
they know who are planning on going Jane Ban son and Constance Garvin.
Helen Merry will head the publicity
..
...
to college.
committee aided by" Carol Scott, and
Dottie Booher will be in charge of the
Senate Holds Two Dances knitting committee. Although all the
On Week-en- d
for Students committee members have not yet been
appointed, every dorm and off campus
At a meeting held by the Student house will be represented.
Senate last night it was decided to
'vic dance at
hae an
Give
Douglass on Friday night after the
"
basketball game.
On Saturday, Mar. 8 theft will be
Students who wish to take the
a penny a person dance. There will Strong Vocational Interest test and
be a band for this dance. It was also have it 'scored are requested to take
decided to have
Vic' dances the test within the next week! This is
in Babcock on the other Saturday the last scoring available for this year.
nights in March.
The only charge for the test is the
During the rest of the meeting cost of having the test scored by the
scripts for the Color Day pageant were Psychological
corporation." This
read and discussed. Preliminary prep charge is 35 cents for ,bne group of
arations for the pageant were made nine occupations and 65 cents for, two
in the form of the appointment of groups. Students interested should re
various committees. .
port to the Placement office..
'

views shows an iron urn which is filled
with flowers every, summer; the other
shows the carving upon the stone,

es

London Journalist
Speaks to Students

"

Dr. Wishart.

Schreiber Writes
Article on Merz,
Famous Musician

gravenrWooster-eemeteryT-One-o-t-

dd.

-

Betty DoddsandJairies Allaf dice
were elected class alumni secretaries' at
the senior class meeting in Taylor
hall, Saturday, Feb. 22. Bill Miller,
president of the class, announced the
rnmtnitrpp fnr the. spninr nrnm

5

'

The Wooster in India plan has
for its purpose the furthering 'of understanding between Christian college
students in India and in America,
and 'is sponsored and financed by the
Big Four organisation on the Wooster campus. The extensive financial
drive staged by the Big Four early in
the fall was to raise enough money to
keep a Wooster student in Ewing College.

Fern Anderson. Dane McVay, Dean Wednesday, Mar.
Mordhurst, Ruth Purdy and Eunice
gram
Saxe are the new members of Phi Thursday, Mar. 6
Beta Kappa. The announcement was
made Friday in chapel by Dr. Warren P. Spencer.

Mrs. Netta Scott,
Auditorium Donor
Dies in 'Woosler

Through the Wooster Cooperative
o
Concert Association, the
brought
will
be
team
to the campus, Monday, Mar. 10. This
concert will be the fourth in the local
music series this year.
teams,
. Of the present day
none is considered quite the peer of
Vitya Vrbnsky and Victor Babin. Say
New York critics:, "No other performers of music for two keyboard instruments bring to their work the exquisite sensibility and fine distinctions
in dynamic variegation which characterizes all of their interpretation."
Their technic and ensemble playing is
distinctive.
The Russian artists were heard recently in the Town Hall Endowment
series by a capacity crowd, and met
with enthusiasm. As soloists for ' the
Ford Sunday Evening hour in Jan
uary, they played for a
Columbia Network broadcast. The
Vronsky-Babistop at Wooster is in.
eluded in their solidly booked trans
continental tour of the United States.
This tour is their fourth consecutive
American season.
Vronsky-Ba-birtduo-pian-

two-pian- o

coast-to-coa-

st

n

.

X

Wooster League
Adopts New Plan

re-ligiausirideieretast-

I

Alexander Drysdale, '41, has been
chosen to represent Wooster at Ewing
Christian College in Allahabad, India,
by" ' a committee - composed of Dean
Westhafer, Dean Bruere, Dr. Milton
Vance, Robert Haring, Jean Jacobson,
and Alice Forman.

Friday, Feb,..28 Worship service, notices and student meetings.
Monday, Mar. 3 Organ recital by
Doris Fetzer.
Tuesday, Mar. 4 Worship- - service,
notices and student meetings.

hrough

Representative of
Big Four Project

Al-ric-

CHAPEL

Spencer Reveals
Five Elected to
Phi Beta Kappa

Committee Elects

h.

..

Mr. Young Plans

High School Day

the-colleg-

e

inter-collegia-

te

For

--

all-colle-

ge

Vocational Test
'

all-colle-

ge

Propaganda Printed
... H1
& Flory, pne of the most
widely known men ever to be graduated from the College: of Wooster,
was' the speaker at chapel exercises
this morning. A member of the class
of 1920, Mr. Flory is now European
News Manager for the United Press,.
Mr. Flory spoke on the situation
of England in this present war. He
emphasized the fact that there is very
little propaganda here due to the fact
that there are 250 American correspondents in Europe in direct contact
with the United States. The British
people are confident of victory, he
said, although they are a little vague
as to how they are going to achieve
it. In order to win the war, they must
overcome the menace to their shipping
and solve the problem of night bombing.
'
Covers Important Stories
Careers of newspapermen are often exciting, and that of Harry Flory
is certainly no exception. He has
been sent to nearly every important
city in Europe, to cover stories of
every nature, and his history has been
one of continual advancement to the
important position which tie Bow--"
holds. For some time he was a staff
correspondent for" the United Press, -and handled many of their largest
assignments. He has covered a number of conferences of the League of
Nations in-- Geneva; he covered Gandhi's visit to London; he was the
first .man to talk from London to a
man in an airplane over the United
States. Since the beginning of the
present war, he has been in the midst
of the dramatic scene in London.
Worked on Voice Staff
Before coming to the College of
Wooster, Flory was graduated from
Wooster High School. While in college here, he was associated with the
Voice. In 1922 he was awarded his
B.Litt. degree by Columbia University. For a time as a young man he
acted as state correspondent for the
Geveland Plain Dealer.
Leaving 'for. New York on Friday,
Mr. Flory ' will sail immediately for
England, returning to his offices and
his staff of 16 newspapermen at 30
Bouverie St., E. C. 4, London.
--

'

Band Rehearses
Record Program
"

an-nu- al

.

.

Claims Very Little

nJesdayjtvening
Wooster College band will present its
annual concert in the chapel. This is
the third concert that the organization
has presented under the direction of
Mr. Stanley L. Davis, and the members are planning to make it a record

performance.
The following program is being presented this year: Wagner's "Introduction to Act III of Lohengrin"; "Prelude and Fugue in B flat Minor" by
Bach; Goldman's 'Tramp, Tramp":
with a baritone solo by John Mitchell
"II Guarany Overture" by A. Carlos
Gomez; "Die Fledermaus Waltzes" by
Strauss; "Grand Russian Fantasia" by
J. Levy with William Fissel as trumpet
soloist; Ketelby's "In a Persian-Market"a piano solo by Richard Wel-doBennett's "Repartee"; "Flight of
the Bumble Bee" by Rimsky-Korsakoand "Farandole" from Bizet's
"L'Arlesienne Suite". The final number will be th-ed
Ban-;

m,

w;

"Star-Spangle-

ner'

-

.

Tickets may be obtained from any
band member for 25 cents.

Registrar Schedules
Date For Registration
Registration and the freshman or
ientation program will be scheduled
a day later this year than last year- All activities will be held in the same
order as last year, but 24 hours later.
The purpose of the change is to
remove the necessity of students traveling on Sunday, and moving into
their living quarters on Sunday. This
year, the students will be able to ar
rive and become comfortably settled
on Monday, before beginning activi"
ties on Tuesday.
The schedule will be arranged as
,

follows: advisers meetings, tests, president's meeting, and freshman mixer
on Tuesday, Sept. 16; registration on
Wednesday; psychological test, physical education meeting,' and convocation on Thursday; classes on Friday.

-
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NEWS STAFF

n

Johnton Lewis
MANAGING EDITOR
Bob Wilder, Gene Murdock. Bob Laubacb, Ralph Crider.
Beth Duffield, Jean Hudson.
Betty Hbuliiton
COPY EDITOR
REPORTERS Martha Stark; Bobbie Robinaon, Barbara Baker.
Mary Ellen Park, Betty Houliaton, Grace Ohki, Jean Hudson, Betty Martin, Ralph Crider, Bob Laubach, Dorothy
Rickarda, Doris Anderson, Eileen Bieity, Eileen Palmer,
Dorothy Magee, Betty MacPhee, Alice Jean Shreve,
Margaret Stewart, John Knapp, Roberta Kingman, Jim
Rowe, Jane Rogers, Cliff Alexander, Fred Snyder.
:

.

FEATURE STAFF

pros-pectiv-

Jean Carroll
FEATURE EDITO- RBob Ricksecker, Betty Dodds, Bob Laubach, Jim Allardice,
Edwards,
Smelt.
Jean
Bob
Hail,
Bill

SPORTS STAFF
Bob Wilkinson, Hal Streeper, At Moir, Johnny Gebhardt
Bob Sanborn, John Stranahan
Mfldred McQellan
WOMEN'S SPORTS
-

;

old-fashion-

MAKE-U-

STAFF

P

Ted Jacobs
EDITOR
Ellen VauEh. Bettr Steiner. Betty Houliston. Lois Lambie,
Bobbie Kingman, Jo Kibler, Eileen Palmer, Eatella MitI
chell.

MAKE-U- P

good-old-da-

BUSINBSS STAFF

full-swin-

ASSISTANTS Lewis Van
ADVERTISING
Smelts, Margaret Sherrard, Max Denton,

de Visse.

ed

ys

g

.

Jean

or-a-

Howard Van Noate
AUDITOR
Jane Adams
CIRCULATION MANAGER
Rarhm Haas. Bettv Hillock. Mariaret Stewart. Ruth
Twitchell, Douglas Zook, Dave Thompson, Carroll Reed,
Betty Giles, Phyllis Van Duter, Margaret Wurmnest,
Jane Needham.

alL-colle-

ge

:

Eighty - five; tliousand
volumes is a lot of books, in case
you didn't know. And it's no simple
trick to keep all 85,000 of those books so
neatly classified and filed that you can lay

uponany one at a moment's notice.

a fingiT

bright lad comes in and
disorganizes the key to the whole

So, when some

de-liberat-

ely

when some unthinking person causes
needless hours of work for our efficient librar-ian- s
us guys is forced to become bitter.
We refer, of course, to the affair of Monday last, which left three filing cabinets of the
card catalogue in hopeless disorder, necessitated
hours of tedious reclassification by the librar-ianand precipitated the temporary closing of
the library. As we can see it, it wasn't so
'
funny. Rather ignorant.
Perhaps there was a bit more humor to the
Stunt which came off Tuesday afternoon, when
some local vfit planted a paper. bag full of
water on the table in the library vestibule. The
table was all right, and the many books upon
the table were all right, too until the paper
sack collapsed, and the water gushed out over
the whole proposition.
.. But after all, why pick on the library? It's
a hard enough job for our capable librarians
to keep the situation well in hapd, in the face
of the structural limitations of the plant.
85,000 volumes is 85,000 volumes.
-J-.L.
business
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p
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analysis

one's head bumping dusty pipes above and
dropping numerous possessions down through
the boards. We of peanut heaven plead that
we do as little rising as possible.
This weekend the basketball schedule is
slightly rearranged as we play a game with
Wittenberg on Friday night in the gym. After
our last game, this one seems like an anti-- .
'
climax.
Friday afternoon SEVENTH SECTION
"is celebrating the acquiring of new pledges
"by giving one of the newly popular afternoon
sweater hops from 3:30 to 6 p.m. The object
is to give the freshmen a glimpse of the sec'
tion social life and make them feel at home
with the older fellows. Pictures seem to be an
important item in this affair but the theme
is a dark mystery.
MILLER MANOR, dorm of some 22 freshman girls, is starting something new within its
portals. After the game on' Friday night from
9 to 11 p.m. the freshies are sponsoring an
open house and dance, all at Miller. For the
first time one of the rooms will become a dance
floor; what this wicked generation will do.
The refreshments will be served in cafeteria
style and includes hamburgers, potato chips,
e
and cakes. After getting a plate full, the
eater will stagger to one of the clean
and shining rooms, sit down, and eat sounds
like fun.
The WORLD FELLOWSHIP raises its head
for a share in the social limelight. After the
game, Babcock will be the scene of an
square dance, complete, with fiddle
and caller. I suppose the old corn likker.of
bygone-day- s
will not be present but otherwise the
of the Virginia reel
will be in
from 9 to 1 1 . It is an
-- opeirdance-f
ll
thosewherwish to comer
The next night Saturday,- - seems - empty.
without the usual game and
dance,
Anyway our peppy freshmen are going ahead
with plans for some fun of their own. The
big complaint of the class of '44 is that they
don't know the members of their own class
well enough, especially those of the .opposite
sex. The Senate sponsored freshman mixer, in
this respect, was not successful so the fresh'
men are taking the reins and giving a freshman frolic from 8 to 11 p.m. in Douglass basement. TJie guests. are all of the class of '44.
It is a dateless affair with both boys and girls
doing' the cutting during the dancing. Skits
will be put on by various groups and everything will be done to, mix the crowd up.
'Andy Lowry seems to be the boss but Ive-see- n
Trixie's finger in the' pie, too. Good-luckids.
The very sophisticated and grown-usophomores of Holden annex are throwing a dance
and open house this Saturday from 8 to 11
p.m. Their jitterbugging will be held in lower
Babcock but refreshments and sightseeing will
be done in the Annex. Even the esophagus,
the tunnel back to the Annex, will be dressed
up fit to kill. "Butch-- Hewitt js'the designer-in-chieso it will be original if nothing else.
Flash
just heard . rumor that there may
be a game Saturday with Kenyon. The coaches
are undecided where to play it.
One more "week-enpasses as the semester
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hoping it's a short winter.

College Appointments

past .Utterances.
Peace Time Conscription
John T. Flynn's "Country Squire in
the White House" brings to light certain interesting facts. In 1912, when
there wasn't a war cloud in the sky,
the assistant Secretary of the Navy
said, "
that in maintaining a
fighting force of the highest efficiency
we are at the same time educating
thousands of, young men to be better
citizens." During the war he developed the theory further: "It is not
time that the people of the United
States should adopt definitely the principle of national government service
by every man and woman at some
time in their lives?
I hope to
see the time when national government service by every man and woman at some time in their lives? . , ,
I hope to see the time when national
government service is not only an established fact but also one of the most
highly prized priveleges of all Americans . . ,' The day will soon be at
hand when the army and the navy
of this great republic will be looked
upon by its citizens as a normal part
of their own government and their
own activities."
Now it is entirely possible that such
a statement could have been made in
the heat of battle and disregard with
the Armistice but not for Mr. Roosevelt. In 1919 at a victory dinner he
ntiniied, "I hope that there will still
e some kind of training or universal
military service ; . ; I think this oueht
to follow no matter what the result
of the peace negotiations." This was
after the war, in the period when '
everyone wanted peace eternal.
. There
are certain institutions of
higher learning in this country which
feel that military training helps build
citizens; but the idea that army life
itself, with its hierarchy and blind
obedience, is the correct training for
democratic life can gain little support. That is the militarism which has
made a shambles out of Europe.
Post-Wa- r
Naval Construction
In May 1919, half year after the
war was concluded,' the assistant secretary asked for eighteen and a half
million dollars to put the navy "n
fighting trim. The keels of ninety-- ,
seven destroyers costing 181,000,000
were laid after the armistice. There was of course no justification, for this.
Ten cruisers, costing about $ 10,000,- 000 apiece were also rushed through
after the war was over. These ships
were not even contracted for until
months after the armistice; Is it any
. wonder Mr. Roosevelt's office was such
a popular place for the shipbuilders?
Before the last war started, our
present president made another
statement. "Our national
defense must extend all over the west
ern hemisphere,' must go out a thour-and miles to sea, must embrace the
Philippines wherever our commerce
may be. We must create a navy not
only to protect" our shores and our
possessions bu.t our merchant ships int
time of waV, no matter where they may
go." Here is the man who has always
been enamored' by sailing ships of all
kinds, and especially those that carry
.

I
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KAPPA ALPHA
THETA CHAPTER,
HOUSE AT THE
COLLEGE Of WILLIAM
AND MARY WAS
ERECTED EARLY IN
THE 18
CENTURY

When the Panay was struck protecting Standard Oil, it was the state
department, not the Hearst newspapers who inflamed the people. Then
came the spy scares straight from the
president's desk in order to have the
greatest influence on public opinion.
Since this war started, the President
has taken it upon himself to inform
the American people of the submarines cruising along our coasts. The
Senators who started the Action that
"When England falls, the United
States will be next,", were all admin.'
istration men.
Is it any wonder that the 38
of
our voters in January 1937 who believed we would enter a European
by August
warv increased to 44
in January 1939, and
1937, 57
in the August just before the
76
'
war?
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There are those of us who had faith
in the New Deal. One of our greatest
disillusionment was the death of that
policy in favor of a war policy under
America's present day number one
militarist.
'

!

A book that hasn't left the Duquesne library for two years is "College
and Life. The students apparently have been too busy makins colleee
life to bother reading about it
Colgate University has inaugurated a program of voluntary community service designed to develop a spirit of cooperation in the students. The
program consists of such things as woodcutting, reforestation, rural' beau
.
and Red Cross work.
ti-ficati-

on,

lests at Pennsylvania

:

si

better

QUESTION: WHAT IMPROVE
MENT WOULD YOU SUGGEST
FOR THE BETTERMENT
OF
THE CAMPUS AND COLLEGE
LIFE AS A WHOLE?

automobiledrivers-thaa-a- re

in

1554.

'

At Morningside
tied in the
serving together as

Marian McCracken, Soph.: I think
Wooster needs a new girl's dormitory.. This would help to cut down
the number of girls living off campus.
Estella Mitchell, Jr.: I think that this
college needs a student leader with
the spirit that will keep the ball
'
. rolling.

Barbara Rugen, Jr.: (1) I think that
Wooster needs better and bigger
chapel programs. The ones that we

College, two seniors, Fred Davenport and Garry Wall-mapresidential election. The two men are now

n,

co-presiden-

us

ft.

A scientific "divining rod" has been developed by two University of
Texas physicists. The device is used for determining the most likely places
where oil,, gold, or other mineral deposits may be located. It responds according to the density of geological strata below the earth s surface.

;

Edmond Holroyd, Soph.: I think that
there should ' be a change in the
hour of meals. I think that the hour
for meals should be moved up a
half hour. This would give the'
waiters more time.

non-athlete- s,

The University of Texas library has a copy of one of the first books
'ever published in the new world "Dialogi de Cervantes de Salazar," printed

all-camp-

:

btate College show that athletes are potentially
'
-

Dr. Lyman E. Jackson, new president of South Dakota State College
hopes that presidential decorum won't make it necessary for him to give
up his auto trailer excursions." For the past few years, the Jackson have
I been in the habit of slipping off with their trailer for week-end- s
of boating
and fishing.

Mary Margaret Bell, Jr.: I think that
this campus needs a student religious group with some actual spirit.
If all the student body would cooperate in a group of this kind,
it would be very worth while.

,

ting

--

Incidents

I

;

...

il-lumina-

-

RCP

guns.
Mr. Roosevelt., like everyone else,
makes continual statements of his desire for peace, and these are probably
sincere. As Flynn puts it: "He is for
peace as an ideal, .but he is one of
those lovers of peace who . is too
ready to choose war as a solution of
,
the problem." '

The popular, thing nowadays, as an
alumnus put it, it to revise our opinions tf the World War on' the basis
of the available data concerning the
present war instead of tempering our
opinions of present events by. our.
of the World War. In
spite of the disrepute of history at the
present time, it might, be illuminating
to investigate some of nux president's
-

-

Sobacripcioa Mce, $130
Tmt.
OCc. loom 13. Kaofae fUL TUphcM 898-PriaMd br The Coffer Prodi Ok. Wooatar. Ohio.

QficU

' The game last Saturday with Mt. Union
gave us' thrills and chills. The thrills came in
with Wooster's decisive victory over her strong
rival. The, chills came in when the band
played the Star Spangled Banner and about
1800 closely packed spectators struggled to
their feet amid ominous crackings of the
bleachers. Patriotic joy is not too strong with

Co!!e6ia!eDi6est

campus camera

Roosevelt Disillusions Followers As
Militarism Replaces New Deal Policy

an SmelttTi..

ftssociaied Goflefiide 'Press
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The University of Minnesota employment
plications for part time jobs last fall.

gto-me.

I suggest that

we

have more

music in the programs.
(2) 1 also think' that this collee
needs a mouse trap and a good
cockroach exterminator.

Joanne Judy, Soph.: I believe that
Wooster heeds a wider range of
courses in its curriculum. This would
give students a chance to go to a

.

church college and still have a wide
selection of subjects.

ap-

American College Students Consider
Final Examinations Helps to Study
chose the first alternative.

A majority of American college
students believe final examinations are
a help rather than a drawback. Never-thelesnearly 55 per cent say that
there is room for improvement in the
method of testing a student's knowl- edge in a course, a nation-widsur.
vey representing the entire enrollment

Women students believe finals are
a help to them than do men, the

less

s,

have-now-are-notrvery-interestin-

bureau received 3500

-p-

womenstudents.

olLjhows-Likewise

are much more Drone to discredit fin- al examinations as a good method of
testing a student's knowledge in a
course than are men. The emotional
strain many say is caused by exams
may explain the women's greater dislike for finals. One girl admitted,
"They scare me to death."

e

shows.

Shortly after fall semester examinations had been held on most campuses,
Student Opinion Surveys of America,
the scientific weekly poll of college
thought; had its interviewers ask-- "
representative sample of collegians,

--

Library;.

.
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Letters To The Editor

Modern Dance
Lower Galpin
4:30-Women's Glee Club Lower Kauke
4 : 30 W. S. G. A. .
Trustee's Room
7:00 Pembroke open meeting
Babcock
7:00'.8:30 Men's Glee club
Chapel
3:30--

5
6

Student Wants Reforms

.

FRIDAY, FEB. 28
.7:30 Game with Wittenberg

'

This column attempts to be timely. At Homecoming there were items abouf Homecoming.
In December the Week of Prayer was men- tioned. Next week is hell week and threfore
'of necessity the column degenerates slightly.

Gym

Section Tea dance

4:30'6-Seven- th

.

Babcock
9-1-

World Fellowship square dance

1

.

.

Manor open house -SATURDAY, MAR. 1
Annex informal dance and

j

ler

9

Babcock
Miller :

'

9'li-r-Mil-

Attention., freshmen! You are warned in
advance that during hell week, although it is
absolutely necessary to call an upperclassman
your master, it' is not advisable to- refer to
his girl as your mistress.
,

8-1- 1

-

Open House

10:30-1-

8-1- 1

9:30-1- 1

2

Lower Babcock
A.M. Women's Glee club and
Chapel
Freshman frolic
Douglass
Men's Glee club
Lower Kauke

MONDAY, MAR.
6:30-- 9
3:30-5-r-M6de- rn

7:30

dress rehearsal
Chapel
Dance
Lower fialm'n
Phi Sigma Iota
Holden

'Chapel
Kauke
Kauke

30

WEDNESDAY, MAR. 5
3:30 Weekly tea College Circle v
'
7:15-- 9
6:45-7:3- 0

7;45-- 9

'-

-

'

Symphony '
Y.

5

i

Galpin
Kauke

W. meeting

Babcock Lounge
International Relations
Lower Babcock
.

.

5:30-7:4-

,

History Fraternity initiation
.

Lower Babcock

Those students who happened into the Voice
the last issue camp, nut ww im
doubtedly anxious to see the paper. On the
blackboard under the title "Articles Not In"
as bold as life were the words "Sex Story".
Disappointingly enough the story turned out
to be an innocent Y. M. C. A. meeting.
office before

,

Band

v

Dear Editor:

'

Heard in the lib: "Where in h
Christian Science Monitor!"

:

... is the
...
'

Proof that Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr., is a
chip off the old block is found. in the title of
his newly written song, "I'ltrSpend the Rest
of My Life With You."

'

Mayor LaGuardia took his acetylene torch
himself the other day to begin razing ther Second Avenue eTevated. He has already torn
down the Sixth and Ninth Avenue els. It
looks like he is getting "to be quite a big el
raxer.
Jim Allardice
.

Off - Beafs

mentioned are exemplified by these
typical comments :
.
.

DICK MILLER

"Examinations make me review and
assimilate what I have been learning;
they give me a bird's eye view of the
course." Swarthmore freshman.

'

Can't something

By

about the
occurrences that have

objectionable
taken place this past week-en- d
and
:ontinued at least until Tuesday night?
I refer to the scattering of the index
cards in the library, the water on the
table in the library, the destruction of
-property in Kauke hall and the steal-;in- g
.
professor's text books' in"
Kauke hall.

ofa

Some members of of the college
community just seem to fail to realize
the purpose of a college. Perhaps
these things were considered as pranks
by the perpetrators, but I'm sure no
one else does. Such moronic intelligence is distinctly out, of place in a
college of Wooster's. class or any other college for that matter. We could
do quite well without that element
here; and I for one propose to inform the administration if any information concerning any of - these
incidents comes to my attention.

If the guilty persons are caught,.
I think they should be requested to
leave the college. In the meantime,
,

don't .forget that there is a prison
sentence for breaking and entering.
Sincerely,
-

I-Mean-It.

ADLER, M, J. '
How to Read a Book. The art of
getting a liberal education. This vol- ume is a serious and valuable treatment of the subject of learning "how
to read" the" great books. "' "
w

1

e

ge-'don-

.

3

TUESDAY, MAR. 4
8:15 Band concert
Men's Glee club
4:30 Women's Glee club
7-8:-

Recommends

"Do you believe final examinations
are a help or a drawback to you personally?"; Exams are a help, nearly
six out of every ten (58 per cent) declared. And the reasons most often

THURSDAY, FEB. 27

Last Saturday .morning the class of
'41 made Wooster history. First, the
class voted to spend approximately
750 for a band for their senior prom.
Then, they gave their whole-heartesupport to the dance by voting to
share the expense equally, which ' in
itself, made it possible to buy a band
in this ric,,range. This senior class
seemed to realize that at last they
were going to have a chance to cut
loose and end their college career with
a- dance that they all could remember.
They realized that it was in their power to make history on the Wooster
campus with a prom, of which the
whole student body would be proud,
a prom which would definitely put
Wooster on the map. This year the
senior prom will put all Wooster
senior proms in the twilight. Henceforth all dance history will be reckoned from the year '41 when the senior class of that year created a prom
which no one will' forget. Finally a
class will leave Wooster with the feeling that each member will have supported the senior prom equally and
so made possible the greatest dance in
the history of the schools. Orchids to
a justly proud class of '41.

i
.

MADAME
CHIANG
This is Our China. A volume of
KAI-SHE- K,

.

,

d

--

-

"Exams make me work. I never
study until I cram for finals.
DePaw senior
"They help me to catch up with
things I may have overlooked, in a
Course."
U. of Pennsylvania (Johnstown Center) junior. .

miscellaneous

'

r

.

DIGNAM, DOROTHY, editors
Careers for Women.
lectures on advertising
vocations presented by the Philadelphia club of advertising women, setting forth the fields of opportunity to
which advertising beckons women.
'
.'
COLE, A. C.
.
Advertising

Twenty-tw- o

;

.

for finals. I believe, in shorter tests throughout the
year." Montana State freshman.
"Examinations are not a true evaluation of one's knowledge.. It ;s better,
to learn by daily study than cramming
for. the final." University of Den-- ,
to cram

to

A Hundred Years of Mount Holy-ok- e
College. A splendid contribution
the story of American education.

A. W.
Still Small Voice. The biography of
.Zone Gale. The book covers the
whole of her life from her birth in
1874 to her death in 1938. It includes
DERLETH,

,

ver sophomore. '

also some critical study of her writ-- '
ings and a fragment of her unfinished
autobiography.

that

Despite the majority belief
"exams are a help, only 45 per cent of
' the nation's students,
in answer to the'
question, "Do you believe final ' ex-- .
animations should be continued, 'or
should some other method be found to
test your knowledge in a course?"

1

ed

CLAIRE, BLANCHE and

.

"I have

Amer-can-educat-

issimo.

There are many, many students,
however, who disagree. This is what
some of them said:
,
"Exams work me up, into a nervous
state; I don't remember anything."
Wooster College (Ohio) sophomore.

articles by the
wife of China's general-

PETERSON,

T.
. Field Guide to the Birds Gives field
marks" of all specie! found east of the
,

Rockies.

R.--

.'
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By

Joe

Weak Kent Squad

Drop in again sometime
Mount. Next time we'll really backfire . . . Coach; Wright must have
had a few empty pages in that scouting notebook . .. .; Anyway,' something was missing
Poor Mr.
"Swish"

--

--

Splashing-t- o
a wide 'margin victory over the invading swimmers from
Kent State yesterday afternoon, the
Wooster tank team succeeded in adding another victory to their laurel list
Kent managed
to the tune of
to Stop a complete Wooster white-was- h
by drawing three first places out
of the fire. Kent's ace sprint star, Roman Wajno, champion 30 and 100
yard free style swimmer, accounted for
two of these firsts. Wajno's victories
were backed up by Johnson who
walked off with the fancy diving
event.

j

Wright

.

.

.

0.

...

'

.

v

.
.

..

--

All you guys that were talking
about fights last week with that
Mount Union gang caused someone
some extra expense for hired "cops"
(harmless at that). If we could arrange to save that "added .. expense"
for a number of years; well, maybe
we could start the foundation for a
new gym, at least get blue prints made
hint!
. . . hint
Way down in Cuba, the Dodgers
are- having "bus' trouble". It " seems
that the Cuban bus drivers have no
regard for regular schedules, especially when the Dodgers want transportation from their hotel to the training
camp. Money is being spent on hiring
taxies to replace the busses. John
Kirnan says "Any team like .the
Browns or the Phillies would walk
but not those Dodgers, they think
they are potential pennant winners so
they have to save their energy." . . .

Most Interesting event of the day
was 300 .yard medley relay race.

-

The

Wooster team cut the water and shattered the old pool record by three
seconds. Swimming on this new record
holding team were: Arch Duncan,
Bob Dunlap, and Howard Greene.
Th new pool record stands at 3 min.,
"
1 2.4 sec.
.

Wajno Nabs Short Dash
More excitement was added to 'the
meet with the almost deadheat finish
of the 50 yard free style race. It was
almost a case for a photo-finish- .'
Wajno managed to hit, the finish line a
fraction of a second before West-broo- k
and Lessing. A little later
Wajno returned to the pool and
racked up his second first by edging
out Howard Greene in the 100 yard
free style race.

Dan Miles turned, in a brilliant performance for the home team by swimming a fast 400 yard free style race.
Miles missed breaking the old record
by
of a second.
one-tent-

h

Hisimefor
and

this event wa34min.i

Kenyon Invades Saturday

By way of announcing the coming
swimming meet with Kenyon it will be

this Saturday afternoon here in the
Wooster pool. Last week Coach Mun-so- n
took his tankers to Kenyon and
suffered a terrific beating.. Kenyon
shines forth with one of the snappiest
tank teams in the country and this
will be a splendid opportunity for the
..Wooster fans to see one of the country's finest
action.
--

SUMMARY;

yard medley relay: Wooster (Duncan, Dunlap, Greene). Time 3:12.4.
200 yard free style: Steiner (W)
Miles (W), Williams (K), Roby
(K). Time 2:21.3.
300

30

yard free style:. Wajno (K),
(W), Lessing (W). Time
r
25.5.
West-broo- k

diving: Johnson
(K), Good (W).

(K), Kaih

Fancy

.

yard free ' style: Wajno (K),
Greene (W), Westbrook (W).
'

Time 55.5.

-

,

yard back stroke: Duncan (W),
(W),Fry (K).Time 1:51.6.
200 yard breast stroke: Dunlap (W),
Hoffinan (W), Wajnol KtrTimC
150

McGee

2:41.8.

Total score: Wooster
20.

WM)

fr -

1

-

:
.

Ha Ha
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New York will ' be the center of
sport attraction this week-enThe
I. C.
track mdet will be in full
swing with the largest collegiate track
Vz
aggregation ever staged. Penn State,
N. Y. U., Pitt, and Fordham are
the
favorites. Penn' State
CwrnAiN
seems quite sure of 10 points . . .
N. Y. U. should squeeze five points
Find-lachampionship
Kent
the
Carroll,
Green,
State,
Conference
Ohio
butnay pull one out of the bag and
John
,
Opposition for the Scots in their
domination
Wesleyan.
Ohio
Wooster
All
and
run off with the championship . . .
the
since
except
present
1940-194last home game of the
seathe
began.
have
also
suffered
defeat
Lutherans
successful
latter
Pitt will enter the field with a well
were
The
be
will
by
highly
sucfurnished
son
a
balanced team minus' potential first
in the 1937-3- 3
season.
cessful Wittenberg team.' Wittenberg at the hands of the Scots.
place winners 7 . .. Fordham shines
Leading the visitors into battle will
now holds third place in the Ohio
wit- h- acrack-mi- le
But
Heskett,
standings,
be
has
Cliff
no
Conference
senior forward, who
added field and track surprises
chance to win the title.
last year set the existing scoring record
If the Boston Bruins would substiThe Lutherans opened their season for Wittenberg players. By tallying
tute spinach for their typical sauerwith nine games before the Christmas 307 markers, he became the first player
kraut line they may be able to knock
holidays. They were successful in six in the school's history to pass the 300
down that three point lead that the
of these encounters. Then ' they em- mark in a single season. Cther veterMaple Leaves have been gladly flauntbarked on a tour of the East, in which ans include Ed Chatlain, another scorSwimming against one of the fasting . . .
they met defeat at the hands' of some ing threat, Dick Caton, Norm Foster,
est tank teams in this part of the
Here's hoping that our "boys" will
of the nations outstanding fives. Com- Vic Kowalczyk, and Jim Reusswig. country, the Scots succumbed to the
be as "hot" tomorrow night as- they
ing back to the Ohio conference, they Earl Fisher heads the sophomores. He Kenyon
Friday, Feb.
merinen
were last Saturday. Wittenberg has
won. eight and lost three, dropping will be remembered as an important
21 in the Kenyon natatorium at Gam-biebeen going along like a whirlwind.
games to Marietta, Ohio Northern, cog in the New Philadelphia
Ohio.
They
got off to a bad start but reand Mt. Union, j team of two years ago,
The Lords, defending conference cently have started
a house cleaning
o
Numbered among the common foes, receiving
honors.
champions, broke two pool records and
We
campaign.
understand
that our
Wittenberg has vanquished Bowling1
Wittenberg is the last team to win
bettered the Ohio Conference records
Mount victory has caused a little "unin four events. These records are' set certainty" in the enemy camps . . .
only in the annual O. C. meets. Dual
Wittenberg will come with guns boom,
conference meet records do not ofHere's to another evening
ing
ficially count.
,
of backfiring . . , Everybody on his
Medley Team Cracks Record
toes.
The Kenyon 300 yard medley team
plunged through the' waves to clip the
of the dorms, Babcock with' one team, pool record and better the O. C.
Mary .Wilcox and Milly McClellan
Holden and the Annex combining to mark, when they 'turned in' a 3:00.1
won the women's badminton doubles have
one team, Hoover having a timing. The 400 yard relay team broke
tournament Saturday, Feb. 22 when team, and the
houses hav- the other 'tank mark with a 3:45.2
they defeated Marnie Thomas and
ing another team. Miss Buccalo wants clocking. The ' Ohio Conference rec15-Mary Bonsall
This cham- all girls who have
not yet been out ords were unofficially cracked b y
pionship victory came after all four for basketball this
season and. who are Tanner in the 200. yard breast stroke
Packed.- house. Late season.. Bitter
women had defeated strong oppon- still
interested in coming out, to re- event and Monpghan in the 200 yard rivals. Pressure high. Such were the
ents to reach the finals of the tournaport on Monday and Wednesday at free style race at 2:30.6 and 2:40 re- conditions under which the two high
ment. With the finals of the tourna- 7 p.m.
spectively.
powered teams in the Ohio conferment played off, the badminton sea- probably
Miles
have
would
Dan
labored last Saturday night. But
ence
its-bSwimJMarafhnn Start
esi
f
yard
lelfhhTWere
400
the
won
reelty
MolinrtJnronaT
years. A tea for all who came out
Another swimming marathon is unfor badminton during the season is der way and all girls in the college not for the fact that he stopped at weapon a strong offensive. Throughthe finish mark, thinking he had out the season they have emphasized
being planned, at which time the badto come out and swim for
A. A. their dorms. The marathon is in the completed his '400 yards, but he had bucket barrages with defense slightly
minton representative to the-W- .
another half lap to swim in order shadowed. Wooster, too, is a
g
board will probably be selected.
form of a horse race (on a wet track,
to finish. As it was, he placed second.
aggregation but their defense
Basketball is in the limelight at we guess) , and five different horses
doesn't suffer in the process therein
SUMMARY:
present with teams from all th e are entered. Black Beauty represents
yd. medley relay: Kenyon (Cook, lies the tale. There's an unwritten
300
dorms planned and dorm managers Westminster, Miller, Korner,' Colonial,
Tanner, Black) won. Time 3:00.1. axiom that the tougher the opposition
already appointed. The representatives Monyers and Whites; Galahad is the
yard free style: Monoghan (K), the tougher the Scots play and such
200
in the women's dorms are: Babcock, Hoover and Town girls steed; War
seemed the case in the Washington
Mile (W), Kingerey (K). Time
ldjmirjgjrepresents Babcock; Mtui'.
av celebration. Passes clicked, the
'
O'i??.
Woolf; Annex, Ginny Lewis; Hoover, war is the horse backed by first and
was beautiful and spirit
50 yard free style:. Tyler (K), Smeeth floor-wor- k
'
Barbara Woodward; Colonial, Mar- second floor Holden and Crandalls;
oozed in the raftiest home game since
Green (W). Time 25.6.
(K),
garet Alsberg; Korner, Pat Marker;
Sea Biscuit , is ridden by third floor Fancy Diving: Brouse (K), Good the Duquesne fray last year. If such
Miller, Eleanor Homan; Monyers and
combination can be maintained
(W),
Next Holden and the Annex.
White's, Emily Scheuerman.
the remaining tilts, the Hole-me- n
through
100 yard free style: Smeeth (K),
week teams will be chosen for several
Intercollegiate fencing for women
'
be perched atop the Conferwill
Greene (W), Tyler (K). Time:
'
of the college will be introduced on
ladder.
ence
56.2.
Saturday, Mar. 1, when Ohio State 150 yard back stroke: Tie Blacka
Conviction: Mr. ' Ellerman does a
and Cook (K), Duncan (W). Time much more commendable piece of
brings a team here to fence with the
1:49.4.
officiating while soloing than he does
Wooster team. Representing Wooster
200 yard breast stroke Tanner (K), when working with another of his
will be Jane Rogers, Helen Kelly, Ruth
Henschel (K); Dunlap (W). Time profession.
Giele, and Betts Pond. The matches
2.30.6. (Bettered O. C. mark.)
That super Kenyon swimming outfit
begin at 10 a.m. in the gym,, and the 400 - yard free style: Kingery - (K),
into the local pool this Saturmoves
Miles (W), Greene (W). Time
public is invited. Following the matchday afternoon which.should be worth
es there will be a luncheon in Holdglimpse of anybody's time. Sporting
400 yard relay: Kenyon (Smeeth, a
of the best mermen in this part
some
en for all fencing club members,
Cook, Monoghan, Blacka) won.
of
land, Coach Imel carries a full
the
followed by A business meeting of the
Time: 3:45.2. (new pool record ,and
rew and pulls no punches while
We Have a Complete club, This is the first time for many bettered O. C Mark.)
Total Score: Wooster 16, Kenyon
years that Wooster has participated in
Line of
By J. G.
58.
intercollegiate fencing, and it is hoped
d.
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Be sure that you
are prepared
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3-- 0

4--

6-- 4

Kate and Pudge made baskets from
far out befqre Mount again took
time out with the score
against
them. Fouls by Pudge and Baughman
10-- 5

brought the score to 11-Kate scored
again with a pretty underhand shot
and Gernert caged, a rebound before
6.

Expert Film Developing
and Printing

Team-

-

Won

PATRONIZE

VOICE

BASKETBALL GAME

WITTENBERG

HEjRB
TOMORROW-NIGH-

T

the visitors agSin scored, Agrams taking a nice pass to pot a short one.
The first quarter ended at this point
with the home team enjoying a 15-lead.
.
8
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er
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4--

brand of ball to avoid being put out
of the game.
The contest had no individual star,
but all the Scots played their best
brand of ball and all of their followCoach ers are looking for them to repeat
in the three remaining conference

by Jim Cannell
steaming the lanes
Munson'j cohorts.

against

Most interesting was the comeback
Coach Wright had ready as a result
of his teams defeat in last Saturday's
crucial thriller. He claims that play- ing on a neutral floor, his charges
could dump the present Scot aggregation. He goes on to say that our
floor is too small, thus aiding the defense. You and I will recall that
our basketball teams never use more
than five players at any one time with
the same privilege allowed the visitors.
Could be that there was a difference
in the caliber.

Thought for the. day: Ho"f-2"- s
he interested in participating in
bridge tournament to
campus-wida
settle once and for all the elite of one
of the winter's finer indoor sports?
Coach Munson's plan for recruiting
possible incoming freshmen should
be given
support. It
not only offers a possible solution to
the financial loss the institution might
incur but it is bound to include
within its scope the type of athlete in

games.

I

WOOSTER SUMMARY
Mount Union Game
Player

G

-4
4
-2

Gernert

.

Hole

Grenert
Kate

--

Sproull
H. Eicher
Totals

F

,

Tot

4

12

4

12

2

.6

32 '8
31

-- 4

2

10

-- 20

15

55

7

would,

e

0-

-

whole-hearte- d

which Woortcr would be interested.
It is difficult even now to maintain
a strict amateur policy to say nothing
of drawing from a curtailed enrollwide
ment. Munse's plan calls for-contact of those students now in high
school taking college preparatory work
and are friends of present' Wooster-ites- .
.
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I.

off

A foul by Gernert and buckets by
Joachim and Big Frank pushed the
At this point Schlott
score to
overhead shots
hit on two rapid-fir- e
to narrow the lead to 4 points. Points
7
before score does not show' that t h e
on fouls made the score
Sproull swished a short push-u- p
shot. Scots were never headed after taking
Erickson caged another foul and Dick
a 3 lead, and that both Pudge and
Gernert scored with a long bucket be-Gernert were forced to play a safer

4

Fourth

SIIYDER

Bever and North Sts.

The thud quarter started

fast clip with the Scots holding the
hapless visitors" scoreless for the first
six minutes of this period. During this
time the .. Scots ran the- - score up to "
Sproull banked a short one,
Pudge put in a rebound, Sproull
again score with a foul, and a short
shot and Pudge repeated with a long
before Mount took time out. DeWitt,.
large
d
guard, who was destined to keep the game livened up
from this point on, entered the game.
When play resumed Frank potted a
short and Pudge split the meshes after a long pass from Gernert, bringing
the score to
Abrams then
swished a long and Joachim made two
fouls to narrow the margin to
.
On the latter play Frank Gernert was
put out on personal fouls with 7 minutes having been played in the third
period. Harry Eicher and DeWitt
matched fouls and Harry and Joachim
both scored from the field to make the
score 38-2At this point Harry and
DeWitt had a minor mixup and a
'double foul was called on the play.
DeWitt caging his to make the score
38-2- 6
at the end of the third quarter.
Final Period Slow
The final period was slower, although the scoring pace was faster.
After a foul by Gernert, Harry and
Erickson scored and Joachim potted a
and a foul to give the
Scots a 41-3- 1
lead. Pudge potted two
fouls but Joachim matched it before
he was put out on fouls, hacking
Dick Gernert as he, potted a short shot.
Pudge put in a short, Harry potted a
foul and Sproull scored on one of his
push-u- p
specialties to make the score
50-3Baughman netted two quick
buckets while Harry scored two points
and Gernert one. A shot from under
the bucket by Harry made the score
DeWitt went out on fouls as he
and Kate had a double foul called on
them. Fouls by both teams, a long
shot by Abrams, a foul by Kate and a
corner shot by Brown completed the
scoring for the evening. The 55-4- 2
53-3-

Into Lead

Forge

. 5

Fifth. 1
Third
Seventh
Second
Sixth

Lost

fore the gun, sounded to' end the half
with the Scots defending 24-1- 8 lead.
At this point Dick, Pudge, and Frank
all hid three personal fouls against
them and Mount fans were praying
that they would all be put out on
fouls.

one-hand-

THE COLLIER PRINTING CO.

KENARDEN LEAGUE
Standings
First

C. FIRBSTONB
C. L. .LANDBS

Baughman, lanky Mount center,
started the game off by grabbing his
lead by virtue of a field
team a
goal and' foul. Kate potted two fouls
and Sproull swished a long one before
the visitors called time out with 4'j
minutes gone, with Wooster having
a 3 leadv Joackim tied up the score
with a foul and Frank Grenert sank
one from the side to make the score
Wooster.

i
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the Conference championship. Since
they were to play more Conference
games than the visitors, one defeat
against each team would give Wooster
the title by percentage. Mount had
a large following in to see the struggle and the fans of both schools were
really pepped up and set for a large
evening. .

ip

-

B. S. LANDBS, President

AL MOIR
The largest home crowd of the season was on hand last Saturday night
to witness the cage battle between the
Scots of Wooster and Mount Union,
our arch rivals. It was the 40th meeting of the two schools, but seldom was
there a more serious issue at stake.
Mount had a victory string of 13
consecutive games, while the Scots
were out to. better- their chances for
By

r,

state-championsh-

.

Officers

Attack In 5542 Win

lus

goal-gettin-
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Hole; Gerneri Pace

Crack Lord Outfit
Rout Scot Mermen

off-camp-
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Scots Trim Mount
In Thriller Game

-
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Wittenberg Invades For Final Home Tilt; Bars Title
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Wills Salary and Pension to College

Names o f Frfsh
Who'll Bow Soon
freshman have chosen their
lord and master for hell week. At
present there are 101 pledges recorded
in the dean's office. Appropriately
enough First Section is first with 21
pledges. Seventh and Fifth are tied
pledges. Seventh and Fifth are next

Th

-wit- h-H-andtJresoectivelyT-Third

and Fourth, are tied with ten each,
then Ninth with eight, Second and
Sixth with sevesWeach, Warburton with
six and Livingstone Lodge with four
.

pledges.
Pledges Listed
will submit to the tor
who
Those
tures are:
',
First section: Andrew Ackerman,
John Bathgate, John Blank, Wharton
Gay, James Glasgow, Gordon Gray,

Franklin Harper,

'

Hartzler, Dag

Rex

id Kelly, Homer Ledoux, Ralph Mil
ler, David M. Neely, Alan Nicholson,
Wilfred Osberg, James Park, Joseph
Prunetti, Franklin Rogers, Walter Ry
ba, John Scherer, Elmer Stratton and
James Strock.
Second section: Paul Churton, Paul
Ecelbarger, .George Koch, William
Lefevre, Albert Linnell, Andrew Low
ry and Frederick Pf outs.
Third section: Don Coates, William
Fuchs, Stanley Jones, Robert Kendall,
Richard Lee, James McMillan, George
Charles
Robert Preston,
Mulder,
Schollenberger and Robert Thomas.

Miss Gertrude Gingrich, professor
emerita of the German department of
the College of Wooster, died at her
er home on Feb. 21. She began teaching German here in 1893,
and taught from then until immediately after the World War, when there
was no longer a demand for the sub-- ,
ject. After four years, German again
received enough of a demand to warrant teaching it. Miss Gingrich then
taught until 1939 When she was re
tired. .
. Her will has not yet been officially
read. However, it is known that she
has left $5?,000 to the college. This
is approximately the total amount of
money she had received in salary and
pension from 1893 to the present. J.
R. McLaughlin, retired treasurer of
the College of Wooster, was named as
executor.

ear?

.

band will present these arrangements for the first time at the
formal which is to' be held
Friday evening, Mar. 7.
well-know- n

All-Clu- b

The tunes which have been selected
are the following: "Gazing at My
Christel", "Meet Her by the Meter",
"Love is Such a Common Thing", arid
"I Thought That I Loved You Yesterday". The music for the first two
was written by Lois Lambie; that for
the last two by Bill Bailey. Lyrics were
done by Johnston Lewis.
Some of these tunes will be sent,
subsequently, to Broadcasting Music,
Incorporated, for consideration.

Seventh Pledges Fifteen r
Seventh section: Robert Atkinson,
James Berry, Elgin Deidrick, Robert
Douglass, Richard Ebright, William
Glatz, Andrew Goheen, Robert HamOn
ilton, Robert Mathis, Henry Miller,
Edward Morris, Earl Nelson, William
Roeder, William Shutt and Roger
Stoneburner.
"When Each Man Cleans Up His
Warburton: Arden Brubakerf Fred
Cowgill, William McVetty, Vance Own Life", a sermon by Dr. Harry
Mitchell, Richard Weldon and Philip Emerson Fosdick, is the topic to be
considered at Mrs. Winford L. Sharp's
Frank.
Sunday, Mar. 2, In Kauke
forum,
Ninth section: Robert A. Brown,
lounge.
Richard Catoh, Russell Haley, Wil-

Forum Plans Talk
Dr. Fosdick's Sermon

liam Havener, Hobart Neff, John
Sprout, James Thompson and Doyle
Chisnell.
Livingstone Lodge: Robert Borland,
Zane Brandenstein, Cameron Lyon
and Ernest Muller.

According to the latest count the
total enrollment in the college for the
second semester is 918 students. The
registrar's office reported that of this
number .477 are women and 438 are
men. This semester 17 students were
lost while 13 were gained.
The freshman class boasts the largest membership with 153 women, and
120 men on its roster. There are 127
women and 114 men in the sophomore class and in the junior class 106
The senior-clas- s
women andl0-mehas the smallest enrollment with 9 1
women and 100 men. In addition to
these students there are three post
graduate men enrolled.
Statistics show that there has been
a decrease in enrollment. During' the
second semester of the year 1939-4there were 488 men and 484 women
enrolled, making a total registration
of 972 students.

the Col.

g

lege, of Wooster, won the Ohio Intercollegiate Oratory content atDen-isoUniversity in Granville, Friday,
Feb. 21. The state contest .was the
final event in a program" lasting
through the " afternoon and evening,
As winner of this contest James will
go. to- - the .national, contest in. Evans-ton- ,
Illinois, in April.
...... Oration Pictures Democracy
James was awarded a prize of 25
for his first place in the Ohio contest. His oration was titled "Wake Up
America". It pictured the. American
democracy retreating before dictator
powers, and the citizens of ' this country facecTwith the responsibility of
preserving that democracy. It was
with this subject that James won the
preliminary elimination
contest at
Wooster, Feb. 14, ' and with some
working over and bringing up to date,
this subject will be the one which he
will use in the national contest!'
Peter Lindley, of Ohio Wesleyan,
won second place in the state contest
and was awarded a prize of $10. The
third place winner was Glendon Her-ber- t,
of Ohio University.
Speeches To Be Printed
All of , the speeches presented in
the final contest, will be printed in a
book. This is done each year as refer,
ence work for the future contestants.
The national contest will be at
Northwestern University in Evanston,
Illinois, April 24 or 25. Sixteen
states will compete at this
time for the honor of being the nar
tional winner.
Accompanying James to the contest
at Denison was his father, Dr.. Jesse
Baird J2rJJ3airdwo.nthe 5tateQit
test similar to this one in 1912 for the
College of Wooster. President Wishart
was also a winner of the state oratory
contest and Prexy went on to win the
national contest.
n

'

-

-

-

"

MISS GERTRUDE GINGRICH

of Joseph Smith's early life, and the
visions that appeared to him, his first
marriage, and the translating of his
revelations into the Mormon bible.
As the movement began to grow, other denominations started to persecute
the Mormons, and they were forced to
migrate, first to Ohio, then to
and finally to Salt Lake City,
Utah. Brigham Young became the
leader of the group after Joseph Smith
was lynched by a mob.. The Mormons
were even more persecuted after they
inaugurated "celestial marriage" or
polygamy.
Jane Menold continued with the
of Mormonism in Salt Lake City
up to the present. Wild stories are responsible for many of the beliefs about
Mormonism today. Since 1890 there
has been no more polygamy, less persecution, and more growth. The chief
aim of Mormonism is to further the
good of all and to make people happy. They believe in a very simple
worshfp service, - a - high place for
women, and social recreation. Missionaries of Mormonism are scattered
throughout every city. There are about
750,000 adherents at present.
At the close of these two talks, William Barr told about Salt Lake City
and the Mormon temple there. ,
Mis-sour- i,

his-tor-

mid-dleweste-

n

.

0

Trustees Confer

ed

--

There were varying opinions among
the group as to this question of what
Christians should do if America goes
to war, and the topie was 'regarded
from several angles.

MacLean Will Speak
At Pembroke Meeting
Penbroke Literary society is having
wives and
"women' arid ' other invited guests in
lower Babcock, Feb. 27, at 7:30 p.m.
As previously announced, Henry Mac-Leaof the English department will
speak on his experiences at the Bread-loa- f
School of English in Vermont,
and Tillie Walker and Lois Wilson
will discuss literary societies from an
historical viewpoint. Lucie Simon will
read a few original poems and Lou
Clowes some narrative writing to give
an idea of the creative work Pembroke
helps to foster. The program for the
year will be reviewed.
"
Recently a book of Pembroke minutes, dating back to the founding of
the organization in 1919, was discovered -- in --the Administration building.
Beth Duffield will present some
of the salient features in this volume.
After the program a committee under th direction bt Mai3iSMcTJF6weir
will lerve refreshments.

an open house for faculty

n

......

-

Wooster students will nave three
more courses from which to choose,
when they - make up their, schedules
at the beginning of the fall term next
September. These three new. courses,
two in art and one in mathematics,

Congressional Hears
Paper on New Deal

by-law-

two-ho-

--

ur

--

&t

Oberlin Congress
Meets in March
n

s.

.

Meetings Start Mar. 17
is to open formally on
Monday, Mar. 17, although delegates
are asked to arrive as, early as Saturday afternoon, for registration. The
program begins that evening with a
dance and revue. Ex
hibit! andjnoving Dictureswiirbethe
order of Sunday, Mar. 16; the key
note address by a nationally-knowspeaker will probably take place that
evening. Monday, and throughout the
remainder of the conference, there
Margaret Welsh, Lois Schroeder, will be formal addresses,
round tables,
Robert Johnson, and William Hydorn meetings of
commissions, exhibits and
will argue on the question, Resolved:
musical programs.
that too much emphasis is placed on
organizations cooperat
final examinations, at the next meeting with the Congress include the
ing of the Freshman Debate club,
Union, the
Mar. 3, in Taylor hall.
can Airways, the
At the last meeting Feb. 24, the
lines, the Grace Lines and the Rocke
topic was, ' Resolved: that Wooster
feller Committee of the, National Deshould have fraternities and sororities.
fense council. The American MuFred Cowgill took the affirmative, Alseum of Natural History, the
bert Linnel, the negative.
Union, and Raymond
Arguments for Fraternities
Loewy, internationally known indus-tria- l
Fred cited three main points in his
designer, are furnishing exhibits.
argument: (1) the fact that since
Authority on Culture Speaks
fraternities own their own property
Dr. Herbert Bolton, famous author
and run their own business, they give
culture and comgood practice in administration and ity, on
development of responsibility to mem- merce, will head the list of speakers.
bers; (2) fraternity men therefore Dr. Bolton, was formerly the preshave a vital interest in their organiza ident of the University of California,
tion, and through it, a stronger col and is now head of the Latin Amerilege spirit and loyalty in general; can History department at California.
3 ) since these organizations
are na- Another leading speaker for the contional they tend to broaden the hori- ference will be Guy Hickok, now on
zon of associations to include a strong the Council for National Defense.
Dr. Hickok is at present on leave from
alumni fellowship.
his position as Director of the InterClaimed Too Costly

rn

--

Ohio Women Deans
Will MeelHere

Pan-America-

n

n

Well-know-

On April 25 to 26,' the Ohio Association of Deans of Women will
meet at Wooster to discuss "World
Citizenship and Education".
.
The conference will open Friday
night with a dinner and last all day
Saturday, closing with a formal banquet Saturday night. The chief speak,

n

Pan-Americ- an

Pan-Ame-

Moore-McCormic-

ri

k

--

Pan-America-

-

ers will be President Wishart, Profes-

sor Aileen Dunham, and Miss Emily
Hickman, head of the history department in the New Jersey college for

Pan-Americ-

"What To Do on a Date?" Invokes

Kress, Mellin Speak
On "War" For Forum

The Congress

Freshmen Debate
Exams' Problems

n

-

an

At a meeting of Freshman forum
on Sunday, Mar. 2, the discussion will
be led by Ruth Kress and John Mellin
who will speak on the topic "War".
On Feb. 23, John Smeltz spoke on

!lWhyWeNeedtQBetter ourJJocial
System". The opposing speaker was
Robert Thomas, who presented the
view-poiof the administration in regard to
on the campus. Jane Needham presided as the
leader in the ensuing debate.
The suggestion of having informal
dances once or twice during the week
was put forward along with the idea
for a "commons" on the campus.
Here, men and women could go, with
or without dates, for an evening of
bridge, dancing, ping pong, or other
fyms of diversion. Refreshments
could be sold, eliminating the necessity of having to leave the campus.
Again the date bureau- was mentioned, but was over-ruleby the women. The need of more "run-outs- "
and
mixers was decided upon as the most
favorable solution for the breaking
down of the barrier between men and
women on the campus;
nt

co-relationsh-

ips

-

d

'i

.

someone, there is
are soon exhausted
the Shack, the Grill,
Lo here we are,
ginning. fcixams have

little to
ping-pon-

g,

do to
pool,

bridge
back at the be- Albert tried to disprove th'estate-ment- s
been over about
four weeks. Spring is still a lQng way
of his opponent by saying that
off. The weather is not so good. Wooster provides ample opportunity
Money is still scarce. So what to do for student administration and reon a date?
sponsibility through the sections and
many clubs. The stronger group spirit
of the fraternity, he stated, is also a
confining spirit, limiting opportunities
!
for friendships with students outside
nd
the fraternity. The possibilities for
meetings with alumni aren't so great,
Musie 'students at the Conservatory and the
jtiost tmpbrtant"; associarJbruf
presented a Recital on Monday, Feb. are made
on the campus anyway.
24 in $ie college chapel. Those who
Albert
summarized
his argument by
.
participated are Margaret. Tewksbury saying that there
are no practical ad
who played ''Prelude in G Minor" by
vantages while there is the one inher
Rachmaninoff; Lucille Campbell, who ent disadvantage of extended
cost in
played '"Swing Song", a violin solo the fraternity system.
ihy Barnes; and Rachel Shobert, with
The meeting was then opened for
plications of the proglem began to
appear. There was a tinge of bitter- a piano solo, "Toccata and Fugue in general discussion by the rest of the
D Minor" by Bach-Tausimembers of the club. This brought
ness that crept into answere here and
Also on the program were Betty out some added
there. "You tell me and I would
arguments pro and
e
con, such as the advantages provided
have more of them" was one reply. Yost, violinist, who performed
and Regaudon" by Kreisler; in business associations by fraternity
A. cynic muttered, "What dates?
Dave Thompson, who' played membership, the making of
and
social outthat started it! From then on the
Leslie casts of those
Boex's "Match Champetre".
question was no longer, "What to do
not pledged, and the
Gibian rendered a piano' solo entitled tendency to cliquishness
in fraternities
oiv,a date?" It had become, "What is
"Prelude in G Minor" by Heller,; and sororities.
wrong with the social situation in
George Mulder playeS a composition
Wooster?"
by Chasins, entitled "Rachmaninoff",
AIL phases of the situation receive
which was followed by Grace Water's
WATCHBS
ascertain- amount of condemnation.
performance of "Gopak" by
DIAMONDS
JBWELRY
However, almost everyone-- seems to
solo. The final numpiano
a
agree that the main causes of the difGEO.
ficulty is that there is no place where ber was "Romanza" by Wieniawska,
221 E. LIBERTY ST.
fellows and girls can get together on played by Ruth Ihrig.
basis in order to get to
a non-dat- e
know each other. Classes are not W. S. G. A. Discusses Per
much help. You dash in late (or alAt a board meetingThursday, Feb.
most), take notes like mad, and then
the W. S. G. A. will discuss the
27,
leave.
'..
possibility of changing the Sunday
Then if you should happen to meet
evening closing hour from 9. to 10.
will also bring up '.the' suggesThey
French Club Holds
tion of changing the regular evening
closing hour from 7:30 to 8.
A party was held at the French

Recital Features Solos
0 n Violin a
Piano
-

--

national

Divlsjpnoii!BJjC1

Church Choir Feasts
0 n Italian Spaghetti

IT WON'T BE

LONG NOW

Wednesday, Feb. 26, Babcock base
ment was the scene of a spaghetti sup
per held by the choir. About 90 mem-be- t

adjournedjo

Before March winds and the

iKd'idnitd'

sound
ing down thj $treet tell us
spring's coming:. Meanwhile',
don't be in the February
dumps. Touch up your winter clothes with hints o f

dining hall af
ter their rehearsal to partake of the
meal planned under the leadership of
Louise Stewart.' There was no special
program arranged, but the organization entertained itself, by its "usual
occupation, singing; this time around
the table, after the supper.
.tht

spring.

Giddy Gadgets

g.

"Sic-ilienn-

"-2--

Wooster Theatre

Pin a
ate great
bright leather peasant doll or
a voodoo head on your sweater and prove it.
ice-breake-

And

FRIDAY-SATURDA-

y

Mous-sorgsk-

H.

LAHM

The drink

that

everybody

Three of a kind
.

is the spring

-

catchwordHave

the three bears or a family of
penguins marching on your

Frank Morgan in

lapel.

!

"Wild Man of Borneo"

A phstel Dickey
brightens up the oldest sweat- -'
er. We have them in yellow,
rose, white arid blue shark-

SUN. MON. TUES.
The Hardy Family with
Mickey Rooney in

skin.

"Andy Hardy's
Private Secretary"

knows

i

One

dollar will buyr

ANY ONE OF THESE
SPRING PREVUES
1

Welsh Addresses Club
Donalf"Wel8n7teacher '"of Sot
rial Science at Wooster High School,
will speak to members of Sigma Tau
Delta Tuesday, Mar. 4. The meeting
will be at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul, Bushnell at 7;00 p.m.

Paul Muni in

"Hudson Bay"

y,

rs.

:

Y

TWO FINE SHOWS

"

Party

--

,

The second art course, to be known
as No. 218, lettering and poster design, will also be a
course,
but will be taught in the second semes-- .

in.

Pan-America-

Saturday, Mar. 1, the annual winter
meeting of the Board of Trustees of
the College of Wooster will be held
upon the campus.
Luncheon will be served for the
board together with the entire faculty,
at noon, in Babcock hall.
Routine business will be discussed at
the meeting, important items being the
consideration of the year's budget and
the revision of
Each year, the Board of Trustees
come to the campus for three meetings. The first of these, known as the
fall meeting, is held in October; the
second, or winter meeting, takes place
in late February or March; 'and the
finalt session of the year, the spring
meeting, is held in June.

y

Congressional club held its regular
meeting Monday, Feb. 24. Alexander
Drysdale presented, his thesis dealings
with the administration of Franklin
D. Roosevelt. The thesis was partly
biographical, but dealt chiefly with the
New Deal, what caused it and what
it has done. Various agencies Under
the New Deal were mentioned a well
as many, of the difficulties in connecctubeetth?Vn Tuesday, Feb. 25.
tion with getting this program under Games, such
as charades and anaway.
grams, were playecLin French.- -.
New members were invited tooin
Representatives Stan Coates and
Dick Wallace debated on ' the ques- the club and a little of this semester's
tion, Resolved: that the United States program was announced. Meetings are
should cease opposing Japan in the to - be held the second and fourth
Far East. Our present foreign policy Tuesday of every month in Babcock
hall,
was uphejd by a vote of 16 to one.

will be under-

taken.

the faculty!-mee- t
ter. Again, Mr. Gates will be the proing Monday, Feb. 24, and have been fessor, and the course ' will -- include
added to the curriculum.
technical drill and the study of basic
Of the two art courses, the first alphabets. . Manuscript, brush, and
be "
isted will be known as course No. ipeedbainetteringmethods-wi- ll
used.
The
second
of
half
the
semester,
217, plastic art. It will be a two-hopropositionptaughc-inrth- e
firstsemes- of the fundamentals of
ter. Mr. Gates will be the professor,
commercial
poster
to
art,
art methods,
and will treat the analysis and practechniques
employed,
to
etc.
tice of sculptural design in relation
The third course, that in the mathto the varidus media of clay, stone,
and wood. Low relief, figures in the ematics department, will be known as
Nos. 151 and 152, fundamental mathematics. A four hour course, it will require a full year. Included in this
study will bealgebraicprinciples, trig
onometric functions, turve fitting,
straight line, conic sections, exponThe Oberlin College Peace and
entials, logarithms, interest, annuities,
Public Affairs forum is planning an
bonds and life insurance. The only
Intercollegiate
congress
prerequisites will be one unit of alge9
to.be held Mar.
on the Oberlin bra,
and plane geometry.
campus. Notification of the conferThis new fundamental mathematics
ence was received recently by Louise
course has been drawn up to supply a
Oberholtzer, president of the Wooster
particular need
that of freshmen
chapter of Sigma Delta Pi, honorary who wish
to elect the mathematics opSpanish fraternity.
tion for required work, but who do not
Although no definite plans have expect to take up the natural sciences.
been formulated as yet, there may be It will not satisfy theprerequisites for
'
a Wooster delegation to the confer- calculus.
ence. Miss Oberholtzer and Miss Ruth
Richardson, faculty advisor to Sigma
Delta Pi, are discussing plans at present.

were-approved--

-

,

round, and portraiture

15-1-

Variety ol Answers From Students

When Clericus club was
at the first of the year, Student
Volunteers was incorporated with it,
.
creating a larger and what was hoped
'
would be a more Influential group.
Feeling that their interests and pur- iei overlapped, both'itubtr'Vemvn-thusiasti- c
about the union. Realizing
and recognizing the prevalent criticism of an overabundance of religious
organizations on the campus, both
groups feel that they can work more
effectively together.
Clericus meets one Sunday a month
for supper, in order to study and disMrs. Sharp showed that' Wooster
cus the church in its' modern pur- students can help in promoting peace
poses and duties.
in the world by declaring that peace
comes through education.

--

JamesBaird-,-representin-

Dr. Reinhold Niebuhr's ideas on the
Christian viewpoint in the world situation and what American Christians
should do if the United States goes to
war, were taken up at the meeting of
BY JEAN CARROLL
the forum, Sunday, Feb. 23. This
Exams were over. Spring was a long
topic was especially appropriate, as way off. The weather was terrible and
the forum recently considered Dr.' showed hopes of getting worse. Money
Fosdick's views on the same subject was not too plentiful. So what to
which ' are just the opposite of Dr. do on a date?
Niebuhr's. Both these men are profesThat was the very innocent begin
sors at Union Theological seminary.
ning of this investigation which has
Dr. Fosdick would not support uncovered, during its brief and unofAmerica in war but Dr. Niebuhr feels ficial career, a definite problem. "Have
that any true Christian should be you any suggestions as to what to do
willing to do so because we haven't on a date?" The answers to this query
,
any right to enjoy democracy at peace were monotonously alikeping-pongand let other nations fight our battles pool, the Grill, the Shack, bridge
for us;, because, there are many other Afewmore hardy so,uls ventured into
things besides war which are against winter sports. Two ingenious people
Christian principles; and because. we attended court trials down town while
are hot willing to submit to barbarian two more visited members of the facslavery under a country like Ger- ulty. The fact became more and more
the1 possibilities were
many. Dr. Niebuhr is not, as many apparent that
much
limited.
too
think, of English descent, but an
Here is where the more sinister imAmerican born of German parents.

Clericus Club Unites
With Volunteer Group
re-organiz-

April

Oratorical Contest

"Lent" will be the topic of discussion in Sophomore forum Sunday,
Wooster students who invested an Mar. 2
at 9:4? a.m. in the music
evening and 35 cents in last week's,
room.. The Rev. Charles D. Hering
presentation of "Clear as Crystal", of the Episcopal church will be the
the Gum Shoe Hop, will be interested speaker.
to learn that the music which they
At the last meeting, Feb. 23, after
heard, or at least some of it, is going
a short devotional period led by Virto remain for a time in the public
ginia Lewis, John Meloy reviewed the
eye or should we say, the public early history of
the Mormons. He told

-

Brickef, Bruce Burns, Joel
Pratt, Charles Esterhay, Kenneth Ho
yanic, Dwight Hanna,. William Jones,
George Rogers and Foster Lewis.
- Fifth-seeti- enj
William Bingaman,
Richard Craven, Mike Horvath, Herbert Irvin, William Joseph, "Jerry
Dennis Kuhn, Rudy. Ma
. Ketherman,
zorek, Carl Robinson, John Smeltz,
Franklin Smith, John Stalker and
Richard West.
Sixth section:
Joseph Bindley,
David Coppes, Curzon Ferris, Dale
Hudson, William Hydorn, William
Koran and Charles Weiss.
Robert

Wooster in

Orchestra Plays Rev, Hering Tells
Sophs About Lent
Hop's Hit Tunes

Four of the catchiest melodies introduced in the Hop are now in the
Fourth Pledges Ten
.
process of arrangement for orchestra
Richard Bender,
Fourth section:
performance. Larry Grayson and his

,

BairS Represents Freshmen Lead Art Department Otters New Courses;
Enrollment Count Increases Math Schedule Next Year

Wooster Professor EmeritaDi&s;
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